Celebrate National Breastfeeding Week with BFI Ontario!

The World Alliance for Breastfeeding Action (WABA) is a global network that protects, promotes and supports breastfeeding worldwide. Each year WABA selects a theme for World Breastfeeding Week and the 2022 theme is *Step Up for Breastfeeding: Educate and Support!*

*Baby-Friendly Initiative Ontario (BFION)* is the provincial authority for the Baby-Friendly Initiative and protects, promotes and supports breastfeeding by helping hospitals and community health services implement the Breastfeeding Committee for Canada’s (BCC’s) *Ten Steps to Successful Breastfeeding in Canada.*

Explore the Baby-Friendly Initiative Ontario website and learn more about us! Submit your answers to the quiz and if all of your answers are correct, your name will be entered into a draw to win a free individual membership to BFION for 2023. Deadline is October 7 at midnight (ET).

### 2022 Baby-Friendly Initiative Ontario Website Quiz

1. What is the mission of BFI Ontario?
   Answer:

2. Where can BFI Ontario’s annual report for 2021 be found? Please provide link.
   Answer:

3. What is the link to the page on the BFI Ontario website where a person can find out the cost of membership?
   Answer:

4. What is the link to the BFI Ontario bylaws?
   Answer:

5. What is the link on the BFI Ontario website for the BFI Implementation Guideline?
   Answer:
6. Where on the BFI Ontario website can families share their experiences with prenatal, postnatal and young child care, especially related to infant feeding, at Ontario hospitals and community health services?  
   Answer:

7. What are the four reasons given on the BFI Ontario website for joining BFI Ontario?  
   Answer:

8. What is the second sentence in the BFI Ontario Indigenous Land Acknowledgement?  
   Answer:

9. How can a person access past “Hot Topic” presentations on the BFI Ontario website? Please provide link.  
   Answer:

10. What is the link to the BFI Ontario Facebook page?  
    Answer:

Submit answers to bfi@bfiontario.ca